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Abstract. We study the semantics of recursion for computations that
make strict progress. The underlying unified computation model has an
abstract notion of progress, which instantiates in ways such as longer
traces, passing of real time, or counting the number of steps. Recursion
is given by least fixpoints in a unified approximation order. Other time-
based models define the semantics of recursion by greatest fixpoints in
the implication order. We give sufficient criteria for when least fixpoints
in the approximation order coincide with greatest fixpoints in the impli-
cation order.

1 Introduction

A recursive computation has the form x = f(x), where the function f specifies
what happens in one unfolding step of the recursion in terms of x, which captures
recursive invocations. For example, unfolding the loop while b do a results in the
recursion while b do a = if b then a ; while b do a else skip. Hence while b do a is a
solution of the equation x = if b then a ; x else skip using a suitable semantics for
the conditional. Solutions of the equation x = f(x) are fixpoints of the function
f . It is therefore not surprising that fixpoints have been widely used to define
the semantics of recursive computations [4, 5, 12, 16, 32, 37, 39].

In general, a function may have several fixpoints. For example, every x is a fix-
point of the identity function. The corresponding recursion equation x = x may
seem contrived, but it gives the semantics of the endless loop while true do skip
since if true then skip ; x else skip = skip ; x = x in many computation models.
In this and similar cases, the question arises which fixpoint to choose as the
semantics of recursion. Different computation models give different answers.

A common solution is to define an order on the computations and choose the
least or greatest fixpoint in this order. Two orders are relevant for computation
models: the implication order and the approximation order [5]. Conceptually
they serve different purposes. The implication order establishes when a program
implements a specification and is typically concerned with the amount of non-
determinism exhibited by computations. The approximation order deals with
the semantics of recursion; successive unfoldings of a recursion yield better ap-
proximations to its semantics, which emerges as the limit. Confusion sometimes



occurs because in some computation models the approximation order happens
to coincide with the implication order or its converse (the refinement order).
For example, in the Unifying Theories of Programming (UTP) recursion is de-
fined by least fixpoints in the refinement order [28]. In general, however, a better
approximation is not tied to either a decrease or an increase in non-determinism.

Justification of a particular choice of fixpoints for a proposed computation
model is usually left implicit (though explicit connections have sometimes been
made [8]). Specifically, we note that apparently different choices are made for
computation models with different notions of progress. A dedicated approxima-
tion order (different from implication) has been used in Boolean-time models,
which are models that distinguish between termination and non-termination but
do not have a finer notion of elapsing time [4, 5]. Greatest fixpoints with respect
to implication have been used in models that measure time using natural num-
bers or real numbers [24].

The aim of this paper is to provide additional confidence that the choices of
fixpoints made for several computation models make sense. To this end, we study
the relationship between the greatest fixpoint in the implication order and the
least fixpoint in the approximation order. We do this in a unified computation
model that supports an abstract notion of progress, developed in previous work
[21]. Computations in this model are sequential and may be non-deterministic;
single executions may be finite, aborting, incomplete or infinite. Progress can be
measured in terms of Boolean-time, abstract time, real time, traces and other
instances. The model supports a unified approximation order in addition to the
implication order. It can therefore be used to investigate how extremal fixpoints
in these orders are connected.

We give sufficient conditions for when least fixpoints in the approximation
order coincide with greatest fixpoints in the implication order. We interpret these
conditions for various notions of progress. The findings of this paper can be
summarised as follows. The availability of real time in the model is not sufficient
for the fixpoints to coincide even if strict progress is assumed, that is, if time
cannot stand still. However, the two studied fixpoints coincide if a uniform lower
bound can be given for the progress made in each unfolding of the recursion.

Knowing circumstances in which the implication order can be used to de-
fine recursion is helpful since it is arguably simpler than the approximation
order. Moreover the implication order is fundamental for reasoning about the
correctness of computations, so a direct connection with the approximation or-
der facilitates this task.

Section 2 describes the setup for our study including basic algebraic struc-
tures and the unified computation model. The following sections comprise new
results, which form the contributions of this paper. We outline the overall strat-
egy in Section 3. Section 4 contains results that can be derived algebraically,
based on complete lattices, semirings and an iteration operation. In particular,
we prove upper bounds for greatest fixpoints in the implication order by cap-
turing the excess over corresponding least fixpoints in the same order. Section 5
contains results that are specific to the unified computation model referring to



various notions of progress. In particular, we give further bounds on the excess
so that the greatest fixpoint in the implication order coincides with the least
fixpoint in the approximation order. We discuss what the conditions that enable
these bounds mean for different kinds of progress.

2 Basic Definitions

This section presents the algebraic structures and the unified computation model
used in the remainder of the paper. The discussion is based on [21].

2.1 Algebraic Structures

A bounded distributive lattice is an algebraic structure (S,t,u,⊥,>) with the
following axioms:

x t (y t z) = (x t y) t z x u (y u z) = (x u y) u z
x t y = y t x x u y = y u x
x t x = x x u x = x

⊥ t x = x > u x = x

x t (y u z) = (x t y) u (x t z) x u (y t z) = (x u y) t (x u z)
x t (x u y) = x x u (x t y) = x

The lattice order x v y ⇔ x t y = y ⇔ x u y = x has least element ⊥, greatest
element >, least upper bound operation t and greatest lower bound operation
u. The operations t and u are v-isotone.

A bounded distributive lattice S is MID-complete if each A ⊆ S has a meetd
A with the following axioms, including meet-infinite distributivity (MID):

∀a ∈ A :
d
A v a (∀a ∈ A : x v a)⇒ x v

d
A x t

d
A =

d
a∈A x t a

We use
d

a∈A f(a) =
d
{f(a) | a ∈ A} and similar abbreviations.

An idempotent semiring without a right annihilator is an algebraic structure
(S,t, ·,⊥, 1) with the following axioms:

x t (y t z) = (x t y) t z x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z x · (y t z) = (x · y) t (x · z)
x t y = y t x 1 · x = x (x t y) · z = (x · z) t (y · z)
x t x = x x · 1 = x ⊥ · x = ⊥
⊥ t x = x

Note that x · ⊥ = ⊥ is not an axiom. The operation · is v-isotone. We assume
the operation · has higher precedence than t and u and abbreviate x · y as xy.
Powers in semirings are defined by x0 = 1 and xi+1 = xxi for x ∈ S and i ∈ N.
It follows that xi+1 = xix.



A lattice-ordered semiring is an algebraic structure (S,t, ·,u,⊥, 1,>) such
that (S,t,u,⊥,>) is a bounded distributive lattice and (S,t, ·,⊥, 1) is an idem-
potent semiring without a right annihilator.

A lattice-ordered itering adds to a lattice-ordered semiring a unary operation
◦ with higher precedence than · and satisfying the sumstar and productstar
equations of [7] and two simulation axioms [17]:

(x t y)◦ = (x◦y)◦x◦ zx v yy◦z t w ⇒ zx◦ v y◦(z t wx◦)
(xy)◦ = 1 t x(yx)◦y xz v zy◦ t w ⇒ x◦z v (z t x◦w)y◦

The operation ◦ is v-isotone. Moreover the unfold property x◦ = 1 t xx◦ and
the related sumstar property (x t y)◦ = x◦(yx◦)◦ follow. The itering opera-
tion generalises the Kleene star but has many other instances, for example, in
omega algebras [6] and demonic refinement algebras [40]. In order to cover these
instances, the simulation axioms of iterings generalise simpler simulation prop-
erties zx v yz ⇒ zx◦ v y◦z and xz v zy ⇒ x◦z v zy◦ suggested in [7] for
Kleene algebras [31] and with applications in program transformation and data
refinement [3, 6].

In many computation models, the operation t represents non-deterministic
choice, the operation · sequential composition, the operation u conjunction, ⊥
the computation with no executions, 1 the computation that does not change
the state, > the computation with all executions, and v the implication order.

In particular, UTP designs [28] form instances of the above algebras, as
do prescriptions, extended designs, conscriptions, extended conscriptions and
other variants of designs discussed in the literature [10, 11, 18, 23]. Further works
modelling computations based on lattices, semirings and related algebras include
[2, 3, 6, 22, 29, 31, 33, 36, 40].

A (binary, homogeneous) relation R : A ↔ A on a set A 6= ∅ is a set R ⊆
A× A. Important constants are the empty relation O = ∅, the identity relation
I = {(x, x) | x ∈ A} and the universal relation T = A × A. The composition of
relations Q and R is defined by Q · R = {(x, z) | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ Q ∧ (y, z) ∈ R}.
Relations on A form a lattice-ordered semiring (2A×A,∪, ·,∩,O, I,T), which is
MID-complete and satisfies right annihilationQO = O. See [35] for further details
about relations.

These definitions generalise to heterogeneous relations R : A ↔ B, which
are sets R ⊆ A × B where A and B may differ. Heterogeneous relations form
categories and their operations apply to arguments of suitable types [14, 34].

Let S be a set partially ordered by v and let f : S → S. Provided they exist,
the v-least and v-greatest fixpoints of f are denoted by µf and νf , respectively:

f(µf) = µf f(x) = x⇒ µf v x
f(νf) = νf f(x) = x⇒ νf w x

For functions f, g : S → S such that g is v-isotone and the involved fixpoints
exist, the two rolling properties µ(g ◦ f) = g(µ(f ◦ g)) and ν(g ◦ f) = g(ν(f ◦ g))
follow [1, 9]. If S is a complete lattice and f is v-isotone, both µf and νf exist
by Tarski’s fixpoint theorem [38].



2.2 A Unified Model for Computations with Progress

We discuss a model that represents computations by four relations and describes
different notions of progress in a uniform way. Computations are sequential and
may be non-deterministic; a computation comprises single executions, each of
which may be finite, aborting, incomplete or infinite. We explain this model to
the extent necessary for this paper; for further details and related work see [21].

The state space A of a computation is partitioned into two sets Afin and A∞
comprising the finite and infinite parts. The following are examples of such a
separation, where D is the set of values that program variables can take:

Afin A∞ model
D {∞} Boolean time; computation terminates or does not terminate
D ×N {∞} abstract time; steps are counted
D ×R {∞} real time; a clock is used
D+ Dω traces; finite and infinite sequences over D

Behavioural aspects of computations are modelled by relations on the state
space. Two relations F : Afin ↔ Afin and F∞ : Afin ↔ A∞ describe finite progress
and progress from the finite to the infinite. We assume that F is a preorder, that
is, I ⊆ F = F2, and that the related transitivity property FF∞ = F∞ holds. For
the above examples, these constants are:

F : Afin ↔ Afin Afin F∞ : Afin ↔ A∞ A∞ model
T D T {∞} Boolean time
{((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t ≤ t′} D ×N T {∞} abstract time
{((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t ≤ t′} D ×R T {∞} real time
� D+ � Dω traces

Traces use the prefix relation � on finite and infinite sequences.
In a computation, four relations N , P , Q and R are used to describe dif-

ferent kinds of execution. The relation R represents the finite executions, which
terminate successfully. The relation P represents executions that abort due to
an error. The relation N represents incomplete executions, which are unpro-
ductive and used in approximation. The relation Q represents actually infinite
executions.

Formally, a computation (N |P |Q|R) comprises relationsN,P,R : Afin ↔ Afin

and Q : Afin ↔ A∞ satisfying the progress requirements N,P,R ⊆ F and Q ⊆ F∞
and the closure requirements NF ⊆ N and NF∞ ⊆ Q. It is defined by the
following matrix:

(N |P |Q|R) =


I O O O
O I O O
O O I O
N P Q R


In the trace model, the progress requirements correspond to UTP’s healthiness
condition R1, which specifies that traces can only get longer [28]. More details
about this and the progress and closure requirements are given in [21].



The matrix definition of a computation helps to derive basic operations,
which elaborate as follows.

– Non-deterministic choice is the componentwise union of the matrices:

(N1|P1|Q1|R1) t (N2|P2|Q2|R2) = (N1 ∪N2|P1 ∪ P2|Q1 ∪Q2|R1 ∪R2)

– Sequential composition is given by the matrix product, where union and
relational composition replace addition and multiplication:

(N1|P1|Q1|R1) · (N2|P2|Q2|R2) = (N1 ∪R1N2|P1 ∪R1P2|Q1 ∪R1Q2|R1R2)

– Conjunction is the componentwise intersection of the matrices:

(N1|P1|Q1|R1) u (N2|P2|Q2|R2) = (N1 ∩N2|P1 ∩ P2|Q1 ∩Q2|R1 ∩R2)

– The implication order is the componentwise set inclusion order:

(N1|P1|Q1|R1) v (N2|P2|Q2|R2)⇔ N1 ⊆ N2∧P1 ⊆ P2∧Q1 ⊆ Q2∧R1 ⊆ R2

– The computation with no executions is

⊥ = (O|O|O|O)

– The computation that does not change the state is

1 = (O|O|O|I)

– The computation with all executions is

> = (F|F|F∞|F)

– The computation with all incomplete and infinite executions is

L = (F|O|F∞|O)

– The approximation order is:

(N1|P1|Q1|R1) vv (N2|P2|Q2|R2)⇔ N2 ⊆ N1 ∧ P1 ⊆ P2 ⊆ P1 ∪N1 ∧
Q2 ⊆ Q1 ∧R1 ⊆ R2 ⊆ R1 ∪N1

With these operations, the set S of computations forms a lattice-ordered semiring
(S,t, ·,u,⊥, 1,>), which has the lattice order v and is MID-complete. This can
be extended to a lattice-ordered itering; details including the definition of ◦ for
computations are given in [21].

As usual, the implication order reflects the amount of non-determinism of
computations and the notion of a computation refining another if the former
contains a subset of the executions of the latter. The four subset relationships
N1 ⊆ N2 and P1 ⊆ P2 and Q1 ⊆ Q2 and R1 ⊆ R2 state this for the four kinds
of execution represented in our model.



The above approximation order has been derived in [21] using algebraic tech-
niques. Intuitively it states that a more precise approximation can add finite and
aborting executions (P1 ⊆ P2 ∧ R1 ⊆ R2) provided they extend incomplete ex-
ecutions (P2 ⊆ P1 ∪N1 ∧ R2 ⊆ R1 ∪N1), and can remove only incomplete and
infinite executions (N2 ⊆ N1 ∧Q2 ⊆ Q1).

Let S be the computations in our model and let f : S → S. Provided it
exists, the vv-least fixpoint of f is denoted by κf :

f(κf) = κf f(x) = x⇒ κf vv x

The following result is a consequence of [21, Theorems 2 and 4]. Item 4 uses
the abbreviation c(x) = n(L)> u x and the operation n, which elaborates to
n(N |P |Q|R) = (O|O|Q|N) in our computation model.

Proposition 1. Let S be the computations in our model.

1. The relation vv is a partial order with least element L.
2. The operations t and · and ◦ are vv-isotone.

Let f : S → S be v- and vv-isotone. Then the following are equivalent:

3. κf exists and κf = (νf u L) t µf .
4. c(νf) v (νf u L) t µf t n(νf)>.

Items 1 and 2 state basic properties of the approximation order and oper-
ations used for defining program constructs. The equivalence of items 3 and 4
gives a condition for the existence of κf in terms of µf and νf and reduces calcu-
lation of κf to that of µf and νf . This is already helpful as µf and νf are based
on the implication order and therefore often easier to obtain than κf directly.
In the following we aim to establish an even closer connection, namely κf = νf ,
under suitable conditions.

3 Overall Strategy

In the remainder of this paper we further study how the vv-least fixpoint κf and
the v-greatest fixpoint νf of a function f are related when f represents compu-
tations with progress. We will give sufficient conditions for κf = νf . Corollary
11 will establish this equality by using Proposition 1. To this end, we will derive
conditions under which νf v µf t L.

To establish νf v µftL, the main idea is to bound the excess of νf over µf by
a meet of the form

d
ai for suitable elements ai. That is, we prove νf v µf t

d
ai

and
d
ai v L. Corollary 10 will show the latter. The former is established by the

general Theorem 3 and a series of specialisations in Corollaries 4, 5 and 7. The
specialisations instantiate ai = bi> for a suitable element b.

While our unified computation model supports a notion of progress, we still
need a way to study different kinds of progress and to ensure a given computation
actually makes progress. The idea for this is to separate the two concerns of



progress and computation, which is based on having a separate time variable
as described in [25–27]. To achieve this separation algebraically, we split the
function f representing a recursion into a composition f = g ◦ h. Here, the
function h represents the computation done in the body of a recursion (without
further recursive invocations) and the function g represents the progress made
by this computation.

By imposing different conditions on the function g we can ensure actual
progress and study different kinds of progress; this is shown in Theorem 9 and
subsequently discussed in Section 5. Theorem 6 shows that the function h can
represent computations carried out by programs constructed from choice, se-
quence, iteration and similar constructs. Specifically, we will consider the func-
tion f(x) = a · h(x), where progress is modelled by a suitable element a that
satisfies a v b and is sequentially composed with the computation h(x).

The development is split into two sections. We first cover results that can be
derived algebraically in Section 4. In Section 5 we look closer into the computa-
tion model to discuss progress.

4 Connecting Fixpoints Algebraically

In this section we derive general results relating the v-least and v-greatest
fixpoints of a function in the algebraic setting of Section 2.1.

We start with a simple upper bound for v-greatest fixpoints. Kleene’s re-
cursion theorem gives the representation νf =

d
i∈N f

i(>) if the function f
satisfies certain continuity requirements [9, 30, 32]. It is evident from previous
proofs that one of the two inequalities comprising this equation only needs that
f is v-isotone.

Lemma 2. Let S be a complete lattice. Let f : S → S be v-isotone. Then
νf v

d
i∈N f

i(>).

Proof. The claim follows if νf v f i(>) for each i ∈ N. We show this by induction
over i. The base case i = 0 follows since νf v >. The inductive case follows since
for i ∈ N we have

νf = f(νf) v f(f i(>)) = f i+1(>)

using that f is v-isotone. ut

Next comes a general result that relates νf and µf by capturing the excess of
f i(>) over µf in the element ai. It also splits the function f into a composition
g ◦ h where an application of h does not increase the excess and an application
of g may increase the excess from ai to ai+1. When we apply this result later,
the component g will represent the progress of the computation.

Theorem 3. Let S be a MID-complete lattice. Let g : S → S distribute over
t and let h : S → S be v-isotone. Let ai ∈ S such that g(ai) v ai+1 for each
i ∈ N. Assume h(>) v a0 and h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) for each i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S.
Consider f = g ◦ h. Then νf v µf t

d
i≥1 ai.



Proof. We show by induction over i that f i(>) v ai t µf for each i ≥ 1. The
base case i = 1 follows by

f(>) = g(h(>)) v g(a0) v a1 v a1 t µf

using that g is v-isotone since it distributes over t. The inductive case follows
since for i ≥ 1 we have

f i+1(>) = f(f i(>)) = g(h(f i(>))) v g(h(ai t µf)) v g(ai t h(µf))

= g(ai) t g(h(µf)) v ai+1 t f(µf) = ai+1 t µf

using the assumption h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) with x = µf . The overall claim then
follows by

νf v
d

i∈N f
i(>) v

d
i≥1 f

i(>) v
d

i≥1(ai t µf) = µf t
d

i≥1 ai

using Lemma 2. ut

The following corollaries specialise the previous result. We first instantiate
the excess to ai = bic for suitable elements b and c, and the function g to
sequential composition of an element a such that a v b. The latter condition
guarantees that an application of g increases the excess from ai to at most ai+1.

The intuition is that b captures progress made by the body of the recursion
(without further invocations). Hence bic represents progress up to the ith unfold-
ing of the recursion where c contains potential progress by further unfoldings.

Like b, the element a captures progress of the computation. Distinguishing
a and b in the following results makes it possible later to establish h(bic t x) v
bic t h(x), which separates the progress part bic from the remainder of the
computation h(x). Setting a = b would work in many models, but in trace
models the element a represents specific progress that does not commute with
other parts of the computation, so cannot be separated this way. However, we
are able to choose an upper bound b on the progress that does commute and
therefore can be collected separately. This will be demonstrated in more detail
in Section 5.

Corollary 4. Let S be a MID-complete lattice-ordered semiring. Let h : S → S
be v-isotone. Let a, b, c ∈ S such that a v b and h(>) v c and h(bictx) v bict
h(x) for each i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S. Consider f(x) = a·h(x). Then νf v µft

d
i≥1 b

ic.

Proof. Let g(x) = ax and ai = bic for each i ∈ N. Then g distributes over t and
h(>) v c = a0 and

g(ai) = g(bic) = abic v bbic = bi+1c = ai+1

for each i ∈ N. Moreover h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) for each i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S. Finally
f = g ◦ h. Thus the claim follows by Theorem 3. ut

We next instantiate c = >, which simplifies the statement of the previous
result and is sufficient for the development in this paper. The intuition for setting
c = > is to make no assumptions in the ith unfolding of the recursion about
progress that may happen in further recursive invocations.



Corollary 5. Let S be a MID-complete lattice-ordered semiring. Let h : S → S
be v-isotone. Let a, b ∈ S such that a v b and h(bi> t x) v bi> t h(x) for each
i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S. Consider f(x) = a · h(x). Then νf v µf t

d
i≥1 b

i>.

Proof. Let c = >. Then h(>) v c and h(bic t x) v bic t h(x) for each i ≥ 1 and
x ∈ S. Thus the claim follows by Corollary 4. ut

The elements bi> for i ≥ 1 form a chain since bi+1> = bib> v bi>.
We still need to ensure that an application of h does not increase the excess,

that is, h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) in Theorem 3. The next result gives sufficient
conditions for an element ai to satisfy this property.

The ideas underlying the conditions aix v ai and xai v aitx⊥ are as follows.
The element ai = bi> represents the progress bi made by the first i unfoldings
of the recursion followed by arbitrary behaviour > in further unfoldings. The
composition aix makes another computation x at the end, but this does not add
anything new to the arbitrary behaviour > already available at the end of the
ith unfolding, which results in aix v ai.

In contrast, the composition xai makes another computation x at the start,
which can have an overall effect. Observe that among the executions contained
in x, only the finite ones will reach the computation ai. The infinite, aborting
and incomplete executions of x absorb any subsequent computation and are
contained in x⊥. The element b is chosen to capture progress in a general way
so that the finite executions of x commute with it. Hence this part of x can be
postponed all the way until after the ith unfolding, where again it adds nothing
new to the arbitrary behaviour >. All executions together are therefore contained
as per xai v ai t x⊥.

Theorem 6. Let S be a lattice-ordered itering. Let h : S → S such that h(x)
is constructed from the parameter x, arbitrary constants and the operations t,
u, · and ◦. Let c ∈ S such that cx v c and xc v c t x⊥ for each x ∈ S. Then
h(c t x) v c t h(x) for each x ∈ S.

Proof. We prove the claim by induction over the structure of the expression
defining h. The base case h(x) = x follows by

h(c t x) = c t x = c t h(x)

The base case h(x) = d for a constant d ∈ S follows by

h(c t x) = d v c t d = c t h(x)

The inductive case h(x) = f(x) t g(x) follows by

h(c t x) = f(c t x) t g(c t x) v c t f(x) t c t g(x) = c t f(x) t g(x) = c t h(x)

The inductive case h(x) = f(x) u g(x) follows by

h(ctx) = f(ctx)ug(ctx) v (ctf(x))u(ctg(x)) = ct(f(x)ug(x)) = cth(x)



The inductive case h(x) = f(x)g(x) follows by

h(c t x) = f(c t x)g(c t x) v (c t f(x))(c t g(x))

= c(c t g(x)) t f(x)c t f(x)g(x)

v c t c t f(x)⊥ t f(x)g(x) = c t f(x)g(x) = c t h(x)

using the assumption cy v c with y = c t g(x) and the assumption zc v c t z⊥
with z = f(x).

The inductive case h(x) = f(x)◦ follows by

h(c t x) = f(c t x)◦ v (c t f(x))◦ = f(x)◦(c · f(x)◦)◦ v f(x)◦c◦

= f(x)◦(1 t cc◦) v f(x)◦(1 t c) = f(x)◦ t f(x)◦c

v f(x)◦ t c t f(x)◦⊥ = c t f(x)◦ = c t h(x)

using sumstar and unfold properties of ◦, the assumption cy v c with y = f(x)◦

and with y = c◦ and the assumption zc v c t z⊥ with z = f(x)◦. ut

This means that the results of this section apply to any recursion whose
characteristic function h is composed of constants, t, u, · and ◦. In particular,
the body of the recursion can use sequential compositions, conditionals and
while-loops, the semantics of which are based on t, · and ◦.

The following result combines Corollary 5 and Theorem 6. It provides the
interface to the model-based discussion in Section 5.

Corollary 7. Let S be a MID-complete lattice-ordered itering. Let h : S → S
such that h(x) is constructed from the parameter x, arbitrary constants and the
operations t, u, · and ◦. Let a, b ∈ S such that a v b and xbi> v bi> t x⊥ for
each i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S. Consider f(x) = a · h(x). Then νf v µf t

d
i≥1 b

i>.

Proof. We apply Theorem 6 with c = bi> for each i ≥ 1. For this, first observe
that cx = bi>x v bi> = c for each x ∈ S since >x v > and composition is
v-isotone. Second, xc v ct x⊥ for each x ∈ S by the assumption of the present
corollary. Hence h(ctx) v cth(x) for each x ∈ S by Theorem 6. Moreover, the
function h is v-isotone since it is composed of v-isotone constructs. Thus the
claim follows by Corollary 5. ut

We conclude this section with the following version of Theorem 3, which
applies to functions of the form f ′ = h ◦ g instead of f = g ◦ h. Other than this
swap, the assumptions and conclusions of the two theorems are the same. The
proof is by rolling fixpoints.

Theorem 8. Let S be a MID-complete lattice. Let g : S → S distribute over
t and let h : S → S be v-isotone. Let ai ∈ S such that g(ai) v ai+1 for each
i ∈ N. Assume h(>) v a0 and h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) for each i ≥ 1 and x ∈ S.
Consider f ′ = h ◦ g. Then νf ′ v µf ′ t

d
i≥1 ai.



Proof. Let f = g ◦ h. Then νf ′ = ν(h ◦ g) = h(ν(g ◦ h)) = h(νf) by the rolling
property of ν. Similarly µf ′ = h(µf) by the rolling property of µ. Moreover for
each i ≥ 1 we obtain

h(µf t
d

j≥1 aj) v h(µf t ai) v ai t h(µf)

using the assumption h(ai t x) v ai t h(x) with x = µf . Hence

νf ′ = h(νf) v h(µf t
d

j≥1 aj) v
d

i≥1(ai t h(µf)) = h(µf) t
d

i≥1 ai

= µf ′ t
d

i≥1 ai

using Theorem 3. ut

5 Connecting Fixpoints of Computations with Progress

In this section we work in the more detailed setting of the computation model
presented in Section 2.2. This allows us to discuss progress more precisely.

In order to apply Corollary 7 we need to choose b such that xbi> v bi>tx⊥
for each x ∈ S and i ≥ 1. As the following result shows, this condition holds for
each computation b = (O|O|O|B) such that FB ⊆ BF.

Because we have separated the progress part from the actual computation
in the recursion, we can now focus solely on the progress part. The intuition is
that b is a general computation which captures a finite amount of progress. In
particular, b does not contain any incomplete, aborting or infinite executions,
which gives the form (O|O|O|B) for a relation B. Typically B will affect only the
part of the state representing progress (such as a clock or a trace). The relation
F describes an arbitrary amount of finite progress and allows arbitrary changes
to the remaining part of the state. In most instances discussed below, B and F
actually commute, but this is not necessary for the following result.

Theorem 9. Let S be the computations in our model. Let b = (O|O|O|B) for a
relation B ⊆ F with FB ⊆ BF. Then xbi> v bi>tx⊥ for each x ∈ S and i ≥ 1.

Proof. We first prove bi = (O|O|O|Bi) for each i ≥ 1 by induction over i. The
base case i = 1 follows immediately. The inductive case i ≥ 1 holds by

bi+1 = bbi = (O|O|O|B)(O|O|O|Bi) = (O|O|O|BBi) = (O|O|O|Bi+1)

Hence for each i ≥ 1 we have

bi> = (O|O|O|Bi)(F|F|F∞|F) = (BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF)

We next prove that FB ⊆ BF implies FBi ⊆ BiF for each i ≥ 0 by induction
over i. The base case i = 0 follows by

FB0 = FI = F = IF = B0F



The inductive case i ≥ 0 follows by

FBi+1 = FBiB ⊆ BiFB ⊆ BiBF = Bi+1F

Thus for arbitrary x = (N |P |Q|R) ∈ S and i ≥ 1 we obtain

xbi> = (N |P |Q|R)(BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF)

v (N |P |Q|F)(BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF)

= (N ∪ FBiF|P ∪ FBiF|Q ∪ FBiF∞|FBiF)

v (N ∪BiFF|P ∪BiFF|Q ∪BiFF∞|BiFF)

= (N ∪BiF|P ∪BiF|Q ∪BiF∞|BiF)

= (BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF) ∪ (N |P |Q|O)

= (BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF) ∪ (N ∪RO|P ∪RO|Q ∪RO|RO)

= (BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF) ∪ (N |P |Q|R)(O|O|O|O)

= bi> t x⊥

using the progress requirement R ⊆ F and FBi ⊆ BiF. ut

We next consider if the expression
d

i≥1 b
i>, which appears in Corollary 7,

can be bounded by L. The following result gives a sufficient criterion based on
the intersection B′ =

⋂
i≥1B

iF.

Corollary 10. Let S be the computations in our model. Let h : S → S such that
h(x) is constructed from the parameter x, arbitrary constants and the operations
t, u, · and ◦. Let a v b = (O|O|O|B) for a relation B ⊆ F with FB ⊆ BF and⋂

i≥1B
iF = O. Consider f(x) = a · h(x). Then νf v µf t L.

Proof. By Corollary 7 and Theorem 9 we obtain νf v µf t
d

i≥1 b
i>. From this

the claim follows by

d
i≥1 b

i> =
d

i≥1(BiF|BiF|BiF∞|BiF) v
d

i≥1(BiF|BiF|F∞|BiF)

= (
⋂

i≥1B
iF|

⋂
i≥1B

iF|
⋂

i≥1 F∞|
⋂

i≥1B
iF) = (O|O|F∞|O) v L

using that BiF∞ ⊆ F∞ by the progress requirement on that component. ut

The value of B′ depends on the kind of progress represented by the com-
putation model. We discuss several examples. We first consider examples which
satisfy a = b and then examples where a = (O|O|O|A) for A ⊂ B.

In the Boolean-time model, F = T holds, so the assumption FB ⊆ BF is
equivalent to TB ⊆ BT, which implies TBT ⊆ BTT = BT. By the Tarski
property of relations [35], either B = O or TBT = T, in which case BT = T
follows. If B = O, we have a = b = ⊥ and therefore f(x) = ⊥, whence Corollary
10 is vacuous. If BT = T, we have BiT = T for each i ≥ 1 by induction, so
B′ =

⋂
i≥1B

iT =
⋂

i≥1 T = T 6= O, whence Corollary 10 does not apply. The
notion of progress in the Boolean-time model is too coarse for this result.



The abstract-time model counts steps and here F = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t ≤ t′}
specifies that the counter, which is a natural number, does not decrease. To
achieve strict progress, we consider

B = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t > 0} = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ 1}

specifying that the state remains unchanged but the counter must increase. It
follows that

FB = BF = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ 1}

specifying that the counter must increase. Moreover,

Bi = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ i}

for each i ≥ 1 by induction, specifying that the state remains unchanged and
the counter increases by at least i. Hence

BiF = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ i}

for each i ≥ 1, specifying that the counter increases by at least i. Therefore
B′ =

⋂
i≥1B

iF = O since any finite difference t′ − t will be exceeded after
sufficiently many steps. Thus Corollary 10 applies.

In the real-time model we again have F = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t ≤ t′}, but the
previous argument fails. Specifically, strict progress using

B = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t > 0}

implies that
FB = BF = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t′ − t > 0}

and B2 = B, whence Bi = B for each i ≥ 1 by induction. Hence BiF = BF for
each i ≥ 1. It follows that B′ = BF 6= O, so Corollary 10 does not apply. More
precisely, we obtain only

d
i≥1 b

i> v (BF|BF|F∞|BF), which is not below L.
However, if strict progress means at least c units of time pass for an arbitrary

c > 0, that is,
B = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ c}

we obtain
Bi = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ ic}

for each i ≥ 1 by induction. Moreover,

FB = BF = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ c}

and
BiF = {((v, t), (v′, t′)) | t′ − t ≥ ic}

reflecting that at least ic units of time pass after i steps. In this case, we obtain
B′ =

⋂
i≥1B

iF = O again, whence Corollary 10 applies.
So, in the real-time model the argument fails because there is no lower bound

on the progress in each step. A particular instance of this is the Zeno effect where



each step takes half the time of the preceding step. The argument works if we
assume a uniform lower bound for all steps.

We remark that it is also possible to specify an upper bound on the amount
of progress. One way to see this is to consider for an arbitrary d ≥ c the relation

A = {((v, t), (v, t′)) | d ≥ t′ − t ≥ c}

whence A ⊂ B, and use the previous argument for B. This includes the case
c = d where the amount of progress in each step is exactly specified.

In the trace model, F = � is the prefix relation on traces. We can achieve
strict progress, for example, by

A = {(tr , tr ′) | tr ′ = tr ++ [last(tr)]}

which appends to the sequence tr its last element. Hence A ⊂ B for the strict
prefix relation B = ≺, which specifies that the trace gets longer by at least one
element. It follows that FB = B = BF. Moreover Bi specifies that the trace gets
longer by at least i elements. It follows that BiF = Bi. Thus B′ =

⋂
i≥1B

i = O
since any finite length will be exceeded after sufficiently many steps. Therefore
Corollary 10 applies.

The previous example also demonstrates why Corollaries 4, 5, 7 and 10 dis-
tinguish between a and b. Namely, to apply these results if a = b we would need
the condition FA ⊆ AF, which does not hold in this case. This is because F
may extend the trace in an arbitrary way while A appends a specific element.
However, A refines the more general B, which commutes with F.

We finally use Corollary 10 to connect least fixpoints in the approximation
order with greatest fixpoints in the implication order.

Corollary 11. Let S be the computations in our model. Let h : S → S such that
h(x) is constructed from the parameter x, arbitrary constants and the operations
t, · and ◦. Let a v b = (O|O|O|B) for a relation B ⊆ F with FB ⊆ BF and⋂

i≥1B
iF = O. Consider f(x) = a · h(x). Then κf exists and κf = νf .

Proof. By item 2 of Proposition 1, the functions f and h are vv-isotone. We show
the condition in item 4 of Proposition 1. By Corollary 10, we have νf v µf t L.
Hence

c(νf) = n(L)> u νf v νf = νf u (µf t L) = (νf u µf) t (νf u L)

= (νf u L) t µf v (νf u L) t µf t n(νf)>

By item 3 of Proposition 1, it follows that κf exists and κf = (νf uL)tµf . Hence
κf = νf using the previous calculation. ut

The assumptions of Corollary 11 are the same as those of Corollary 10 except
the operation u cannot be used in the construction of h, since it is not vv-isotone.
The discussion following Corollary 10 applies in the same way.



6 Conclusion

In this paper we have studied when least fixpoints in the approximation order
coincide with greatest fixpoints in the implication order. To achieve this, we sep-
arately captured the progress part of a recursive computation, an idea rooted
in the time variables of [25–27]. The separation was achieved using algebraic
means in a setting based on lattices and semirings, which unifies many compu-
tation models. We were then able to focus on the elements representing progress
in a suitable unified computation model. This allowed us to state conditions
under which the studied fixpoints coincide and to discuss the meaning of these
conditions for various kinds of progress.

Two anonymous referees asked about necessary conditions for κf = νf . Since
Corollary 11 makes several assumptions, this question can be considered in many
different ways. We briefly discuss a negative answer leaving further investigation
to future work.

Section 5 shows that the assumption
⋂

i≥1B
iF = O of Corollary 11 fails if

there is no lower bound for the progress B made by the body of the recursion
in the real-time model. But even then, if the body of the recursion f(x) makes
arbitrary finite progress followed by an error (without a recursive invocation of
x), the characteristic function f is constant and therefore has a unique fixpoint.
Hence κf exists and κf = νf in this case.

We finally mention connections to a number of related works, which can also
be explored further.

The semantics of iteration in a timed computation model (an extension of
UTP designs by a time variable) is defined in [24] by inserting a statement that
increments the clock before the tail-recursive call. This can be seen as an instance
of separating the progress part of a computation. Inserting before the recursive
call corresponds to the pattern of Theorem 8.

Corollary 11 relies on the property κf = (νf u L)tµf of the vv-least fixpoint
of f . This property holds not only in the computation model discussed in this
paper, but in a number of other relational, matrix-based and multirelational
computation models [19, 20].

The implication and approximation orders are related to the truth and know-
ledge/information orders used in the bilattice approach to the semantics of logic
programs [13, 15].

Acknowledgement. I thank the anonymous referees for their helpful com-
ments.
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